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Abstract

This paper’s foundation is the global character of (harmful) tax competition. While this phenomenon’s global existence is widely recognised alongside the global endeavours to fight against it, the situation in Rwanda seems not to be the same. That makes up the main purpose of this paper which aims to show how (harmful) tax competition constitutes a global issue, but with little attention under Rwandan law. In that regard, this paper calls the attention of Rwandan policymakers, academics, and researchers to dive deep in the matters of tax competition for the sake of making Rwanda stand on the safe side. This paper plays a role of a wake-up bell to step in other legal systems’ concerns in the regulation of (harmful) tax competition.

A. Introduction

States’ tax competition is one of the hottest topics that attracts the attention of lawyers. And not just for lawyers; it has also become a global topic1 classically debated in most parts of the world by politicians, economists, policymakers, commentators, academics, etc.2 International tax competition is also a key part of constantly and hotly discussed international
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tax issues.\textsuperscript{3} Notwithstanding that, international tax competition constitutes a controversial area, which challenges academics to continue research in this area.\textsuperscript{4}

The same situation underlies the context under which this paper was carried out. With a focus on Rwanda, this study lines up with existing international initiatives aiming at countering harmful tax competition. Building from scratch, the lack of deep academic legal research conducted on the Rwandan aspects of tax competition justifies the necessity of producing this research paper to cover the gap and build knowledge in the matter.

The production of this paper thrives on a legal doctrinal approach coupled with comparative legal research complements. Considered as the most dominant legal method in the legal world of research,\textsuperscript{5} the legal doctrinal approach in this paper has been desk-research and consisted of scrutiny, review, study, analysis, and synthesis of relevant literature pertaining to this paper topic. Regarding the complements of the comparative legal research approach, the European Union (EU) law and the instruments of the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) in matters of tax competition have been widely consulted. However, these have been referenced to not for the purpose of a comparative study \textit{per se}, but for the sole purpose of reference, clarification, and inspiration.

That being the case, this paper pulls together the general situation of (harmful) tax competition vis-à-vis the Rwandan situation about the same matter. In that respect, this paper is subdivided into five sections, introduction and conclusion included. In a sequence, after the introductory section, the paper starts by understanding the phenomenon of tax competition. In the same vein, it proceeds to explaining how the phenomenon of tax competition raises out. Thereafter, it highlights the tax competition in a global view. Towards the conclusion, the Rwandan situation of tax competition is put at a glance along with demonstrating the mismatch between the global regulatory situation of tax competition and the Rwandan situation in the matter.

\textit{B. Understanding (harmful) tax competition}

Before entering into the core matter of this paper, it is first important to simplify the understanding of tax competition. This is done in consideration of two aspects namely the definitional aspect and the developmental aspect of tax competition.


\textsuperscript{4} \textit{Faulhaber} (n 2) p. 323.

I. What is (harmful) tax competition?

The discussions over tax competition cascade through three main concepts namely the tax competition *per se*, harmful tax competition, and harmful tax practices. The three concepts are detailed below.

1. Tax competition

The introduction of the concept ‘tax competition’ is largely associated with *C. Tiebout* in 1956 and it has several definitions. From a variety of available definitions, three elements are key in the definition of tax competition. These are the parties involved, the way tax competition is done and the reason of engaging in tax competition.

In an attempt to define tax competition, and without undermining economic consideration of local tax competition i.e. between municipalities or federations, it is evident that this phenomenon occurs between sovereign and independent states. In other words, tax competition is practiced by and between the governments of sovereign states. From this, the next point is how?

In engaging in tax competition, states use their tax-setting powers to work on their tax systems’ features by trying to offer the most attractive and competitive tax environment. This is done by lowering the internal tax burden through tax rates or tax bases reduc-

10 Pinto, EU and OECD, Ibid.; Sobotková, Ibid., p. 344.
tions. Even though interdependent, this is mostly, if not always, done in a strategic uncooperative way, by which each sovereign state determines its fiscal policy in disregard of other states’ interests. Why is then this done?

The states’ motivation in tax competition has been referred to when defining this phenomenon. The motivation has been described as being for the sake of gaining a large share of international tax base. To this end, attraction of investment, business, or economic activities, capital, and profits is very important and is often mentioned in attempts to define tax competition. Thus, a combination of the above three elements leads to defining tax competition as states’ strategic practices to lower the internal tax burden for the sake of gaining a large share of international tax base through attraction of business.

2. Harmful tax competition

Closely associated to tax competition, is the concept of ‘harmful tax competition’. Even though important, and contrary to tax competition per se, this concept has not been given many definitions. Even the key institutions that are generally considered as the pioneers of regulating the tax competition have expressed little interest in defining this concept. This applies to the OECD whose 1998 Report deals with harmful tax competition without precisely defining what it is. In fact, this Organization frankly admitted the absence of precise technical meaning of harmful tax competition. The same is true of the 1997 EU Code of conduct on business taxation. Yet, the two are internationally recognized for having played a pioneering role in the discussions and regulations of harmful tax competition.

13 Pinto, Tax competition (n 7) pp. 297–98.
14 Englisch and Yevgenyeva (n 7) p. 621; D M Ring, ‘What’s at Stake in the Sovereignty Debate: International Tax and the Nation-State’ (2008) Va.J.Int’l.L. 49(1), p. 21; Teather (n 8) p. 25; Semeta (n 8) p. 3; Sabotková (n 9) p. 344; Pinto, EU and OECD (n 9) p. 386; Wróblewska (n 11) p. 15; Renda (n 7) 16.
Moreover, providing a precise definition of harmful tax competition has been described as impossible, to an extent that so far there is no agreed upon legal nor scientifically accepted definition of harmful tax competition. Even so, harmful tax competition has been synonymously termed and largely associated with tax poaching and/or tax piracy and it has been founded upon the tax havens and the harmful preferential tax regimes.

Beyond that and leaning on the synonymous use with tax poaching, it becomes apparent that harmful tax competition is a negative continuation of tax competition. This understanding justifies embracing the definition that describes harmful tax competition as referring to a ‘country’s exploitation of the interaction of the tax systems by enacting special tax provisions which principally erode the tax base of other countries’. Here, the main and most qualifying element is the erosion of other countries’ tax bases which in one way or another transmits the same message as poaching other countries’ taxes. Hence, harmful tax competition concerns tax provisions that erode other countries’ tax bases but not their own tax base which remains intact.

3. Harmful tax practices

Besides harmful tax competition, there is also a concept of harmful tax practices. This concept is interchangeably used as harmful tax competition. The existence of the two interchangeable terms is mainly rooted in the OECD Reports. This Organization’s 1998 Report used the concept harmful tax competition. It is within the 2001 Progress Report that the
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OECD changed it to adopt the use of the concept of harmful tax practices. Even so, both concepts are still used today.

From the above, and without undermining a variety of initiatives dealing with tax competition, it is observable that this area is characterized by a paucity of definitions of the main concepts underlying it. For example, so far there is no agreed upon legal nor scientifically accepted definition of harmful tax competition. The same applies to its synonymous concept of harmful tax practices, whose definition is regarded as complex with no general agreement, academic or political. In this regard, it has been authored that harmful tax competition cannot be defined because it has no intrinsic meaning. The same is furthermore the case of the concepts of tax havens and harmful preferential tax regimes which so far have not yet got consistent definitions, apart from being considered as the constitutive elements of harmful tax competition as per the OECD 1998 Report.

In as far as the concept of tax havens is concerned, the OECD 1998 Report did not define it. This Report also expressly accepted that by stating that this concept has no precise technical meaning. The same absence of a technical meaning also applies to the concept of harmful preferential tax regimes. This is explicated by the fact that the factors which are used to identify them always change over the time, which also contribute to the complexities to effectively and clearly eliminate them. This has led to considering the attempts to define tax competition and harmful tax competition as multifaceted. Furthermore, that leads, in one way or another, to describing it with reference to the ‘elephant test’ and statements like ‘you’ll know one when you see it’. Unresolved, that paucity exists along with some other manifold discussions, among them the origination of tax competition.

II. How does tax competition arise out?

In the general principles of international law, states are entitled with sovereignty that entails them to run their internal affairs without interference. The principle of state sovereignty is widely enshrined in a number of international legal instruments such as the United Nations
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Charter, the African Union Constitutive Act, the Treaty for the establishment of the East African Community (EAC), to mention just a few. State sovereignty as a concept is very large, both in theory and in practice. In one way or another, this enormity is due to a number of sovereignty’s inner features that cut cross a wide range of domains such as political, military, economic, social, legal, etc.

In this respect, one of the state sovereignty’s hallmarks is a state fiscal sovereignty. The latter has been regarded as the key element of the former to such an extent that it is thought of constituting its closest key part along with serving as its classical attribute. In simple terms, state fiscal sovereignty entails the state’s right to design its own tax system. In doing so, the end aim is to set up a tax system that is most suitable for the country’s particular traits and needs. This is mainly done to reflect the citizens’ preferences taking into account the conflicting objectives of economy efficiency. Thus, is added the consideration that every state, developed or developing, desires to attract as many as possible investments. Thus, the two considerations entail the states’ consistent needs to ensure their respective competitiveness in international economic structures.

Therefore, for the sake of satisfying the latter, states design their tax systems with a vision of providing the most environment-friendly investment. Doing so, two main goals are paramount. One goal is to prevent the domestic businesses from flowing outside the national territory while the second is to attract foreign businesses to flow into the country. It is in this later context that the game of tax competition comes in.

Tax competition occurs between sovereign nations or territories which set the tax systems bidding for investments in an uncooperative way, each acting independently. It consists of lowering the tax burden for the sake of increasing the country’s competitiveness, in turn of boosting the national economy. This is done mainly by setting favorable tax measures through the provision of preferential tax rates or preferential tax bases. In doing so,
the main goal is the retention and attraction of capital investment. In this regard, all taxpayers stand as beneficiaries, which, along with increasing the national welfare, is not a bad thing when considered generally.

Put in another way, with tax competition, countries engage in a strategic competition, each trying to pull capital flowing into its jurisdiction along with protecting one’s own tax base. To this end, a number of factors are used, including fashioning preferential tax regimes for foreigners, issues of secrecy rules, lax enforcement of existing rules, etc. In doing so, the endgame of such rules and practices is the creation of a comparatively advantaged environment.

Important to highlight is the fact that tax competition per se is generally not regarded as a problem. The problem arises when the situation escalates from good and desirable tax competition to harmful tax competition. The latter happens when states go beyond building a competitive tax system, i.e. by lowering the general tax burden for the sake of putting the general taxpayers in a tax-friendly environment, and seek to erode other states’ tax bases through attracting highly mobile investment. In this circumstance, the target is the attraction of foreign business at the expense of other countries’ economy. These maneuvers mostly go in hand with establishing ring-fenced regimes to protect their own tax bases on the detriment of other states’ tax bases.

That being the case, and without deviating from the above, the occurrence of tax competition phenomenon can also be seen through the lens of its global characteristics. This is developed in the paragraphs below.

C. The global view of tax competition

From the literature, tax competition is described as a long-time phenomenon. Some of its tools are traced back in ancient histories to during the antiquity and middle age periods. Similarly, tax competition is viewed as an inevitable, natural and necessary phenomenon in consideration of the international tax systems structure. The international tax competitive-
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ness has been also described as an increasingly important element of state economic life.\textsuperscript{47} Not only that, but also tax competition is widely recognized as a global phenomenon.

The global characterization of tax competition is justified by its presence everywhere, from developing countries to developed countries. As a matter of illustration, starting with existence of tax competition in developed countries, issues of harmful tax competition have been frequently tabled in European Union summits as they exist and continue to intensify in EU Member States.\textsuperscript{48} Europe has been also said to experience the race to the bottom along with a notice of an insurgence of the preferential tax regimes in the 1980s and 1990s.\textsuperscript{49} In addition, the European Union Code of conduct on business taxation acknowledged the EU Member States’ engagement in (harmful) tax competition, therefore, presenting a need to curtail it.\textsuperscript{50} Equally, the 1998 Report of the OECD on harmful tax competition recognizes the existence of (harmful) tax competition in Organization members and non-members.\textsuperscript{51}

From the perspective of developing countries, an example may be taken from the East African Community. In 2012, the Community’s Legislative Assembly (EALA) admitted the engagement in tax competition by the Partner States, one against each other.\textsuperscript{52} By the same token, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the members of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) containing a clause on avoiding harmful tax competition signals the Community’s awareness and acknowledgement of that practice realities.\textsuperscript{53} Some African countries also have been pointed out to have preferential tax regimes such as Mauritius’ headquarter company regime, South Africa’s headquarter company regime, Botswana’s intermediary holding company regime, Liberia’s shipping regime, etc.\textsuperscript{54} All these examples indicate, among others, how (harmful) tax competition exists in both developed and developing countries.

\textsuperscript{48} Pinto, Tax competition (n 7) p. 25; Pastukhov (n 19) p. 166; Radaelli, Harmful Tax Competition (n 18) p. 675.
\textsuperscript{49} Lampreave (n 36) p. 4; Morriss and Moberg (n 8) p. 36.
\textsuperscript{50} EU Code of Conduct 1997: Conclusions of the ECOFIN Council meeting of 1/12/1997 concerning taxation policy DOC 98/C2/01, OJEC (6.1.98) C 2/1; Pinto, Tax competition (n 7) p. 166.
\textsuperscript{52} EAC, 2\textsuperscript{nd} Meeting of the 1\textsuperscript{st} Session of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} East African Legislative Assembly, Oral Answers to Priority Questions, Question: EALA/PQ/OA/3/06/2012, Nairobi, 13/09/2012, p. 10.
Furthermore, in the last three decades, projects have been undertaken on tax competition topics. Hotly debated in the EU starting in the 1990s, tax competition topics have attracted considerable attention on international forums. Similarly, tax competition issues have been internationally discussed and tabled in a number of scientific conferences and political meetings along with headlining the media as well. Addressing tax competition has also become a global concern with high priority, which has caused the involvement of many states along with other actors and initiatives. Examples of the momentous projects that cascaded down the last decades include, but are not limited, to ECOFIN Council Conclusions meeting of the 01 December 1997 on Code of conduct on business taxation, the OECD Project that ended with the 1998 Report on harmful tax competition, and the OECD/G20 BEPS Project with its report of 2015.

International tax competition has also attracted the attention of legal scholarship over decades, and still today, the topic has interest. Tax competition has also been mentioned in a large number of scientific articles to an extent that research on this topic has been considered as having boomed the academic business and this remains unabated. The importance of this topic in academic research is further evidenced by a number of scholarly publications dating back over three decades while others are very recent. All these elements
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demonstrate to what extent (harmful) tax competition is not a new issue rather a globally happening phenomenon with a set of globally counteracting measures.

On a separate but close note, and without undermining the long existence of tax competition, the problem of (harmful) tax competition has been intensified, more or less, by globalization, starting from the 1980s-1990s. It is at this time that tax competition became a concern for more countries.⁶⁴ In fact, among other changes it brought with it, globalization has facilitated the free movement of capital and persons. With the easy movement of capital, it has been subsequently much easier for the states to strategize, each seeking to take a large share in the structure of the international tax base. Playing the same game in a process of retaliation, the states end up harming each other. Similarly, the countries end up with a spill-over situation of their peers’ policies. Thereby, some of the harmful consequences thereto attached become inevitable. These include but are not limited to the significant erosion of the tax revenues, which end up creating a situation of fiscal degradation characterized by the states’ inabilities to cater for public services.

In front of that situation, it becomes evident that the states could not stay inactive. In this regard, it has been rightly said that

> States could not stand back while their tax bases are eroded through the actions of countries which offer taxpayers ways to exploit tax havens and preferential regimes to reduce the tax that would otherwise be payable to them.⁶⁵

The above consideration, therefore, triggered the states, among other international tax actors, to engage in fights against harmful tax competition. In consideration of the international character of harmful tax competition, the evident assertion is that multilateral measures are more effective than unilateral measures. This thinking justifies the active involvement of international or regional institutions in such endeavors. This is exemplified by the active role played by the EU and the OECD, respectively at European and developed countries levels.

Even so, it is fascinating to observe a big difference between the focus of developed countries on (harmful) tax competition compared to developing countries. In fact, when it comes to developing countries, this area appears to have received very little attention. This is evidenced by a low engagement in the development of measures and practices counteracting harmful tax competition as is the case in the developed countries. In this vein, contrary to developing countries, most of the international initiatives to counteract the negative effects of tax competition have been so far undertaken by developed countries or through organizations whose members are developed countries. This is the case of OECD instruments and EU rules on the fight against harmful tax competition.
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In the same vein as the above, the concept of harmful tax competition has, for instance, been described as uncommon in EAC Partner States, and the low level of engagement is typical of the EAC Partner States, Rwanda included. Mindful of the general trend that prevails in developing countries, when it comes to Rwanda the situation becomes more exacerbated. This is illustrated by a paucity of research conducted on the Rwandan aspects of harmful tax competition, among others.

D. The Rwandan situation of tax competition and issues thereto related

With a particular focus on Rwanda, since 1994, Rwanda initiated a variety of programs aimed at boosting economic development and growth, with a targeted goal of moving the country from low income countries to middle income countries. Such programs include Vision 2020, Vision 2050, Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategies (EDPRS), Vision Umurenge Program (VUP), just to mention a few. Some of these programs are associated, in one way or another, with fiscal policies in the broad context of development. For instance, Vision 2020 recommends a development of effective strategies to expand the tax base and attract foreign investors as one of the ways to reduce dependency on foreign aid.

Along the same lines of boosting economic development, strategies have been put in place to improve the competitiveness of Rwanda with a view to make the country appear among the top business-friendly jurisdictions. In this approach, the attraction of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is a blatant goal. To this end, Rwanda modernized its commercial laws and commercial disputes resolution systems, all for the sake of facilitating a safe investment climate open to foreign investors. Consequently, leaning on peace, security and political stability, Rwanda managed to improve its economic potential and made itself the highest ranked in the Ease of Doing Business Index in the EAC.

Alongside this, Rwanda has also been improving the competitiveness of its tax system. It is in this respect that the laws pertaining to business taxation have been undergoing consistent changes. This basically concerns the income tax laws and the investment promo-
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tion and facilitation laws. Currently, these two laws\textsuperscript{70} are highly significant to investors considering a number of favorable tax measures therein.

Even though, from a legal research perspective, and in as far as Rwanda is concerned, the study of (harmful) tax competition appears to have received more little attention. This is epitomized by the paucity of available legal literature on this topic. However, Rwanda is not an island in the matters of harmful tax competition. This means that Rwanda may, to a given extent, be engaged in harmful tax competition with related fiscal externalities. Therefore, this pertaining situation justifies the significant need to undertake a legal study to clarify the situation in Rwanda, in the matters of (harmful) tax competition, among others.

Besides that paucity, a number of reprimanding reports, mainly from the non-governmental organizations, have been indicating how Rwanda is largely engaged in tax competition.\textsuperscript{71} However, it is unfortunate that such reports did not distinguish tax competition, which is good and desirable, from harmful tax competition, which is bad, undesirable, and condemnable. More of that, most of, if not all, these reports have been economic oriented. In this regard, the main concern has been the calculation of how much revenues are lost as a consequence of tax incentives offered to foreign investors. In other words, the key focus has been on the economic measurement of the fiscal degradation as a consequence of tax competition, while the legal aspect has been frozen out.

Thus, without neglecting the importance of such figures, the key legal issue remains on whether Rwanda is violating any regional or international legal rule in the matter. In other words, what has not been clarified so far, is whether Rwanda has kept itself within the margins of acceptable tax competition. In this respect, the Rwandan law remains with a number of the questions that are not yet responded, and which need to be responded. Such are for instance the determination of the current state of affairs of favorable tax measures under Rwandan law. There is also a need to determine the conventional benchmarks that can be used to identify harmful tax practices under Rwandan law. Equally, it is of paramount interest to determine to what extent the currently available favorable tax measures under Rwandan law are actually or not harmful. In the same vein, a search of proposals that can be designed to safeguard Rwanda from engaging in harmful tax practices also looks very important.

\textsuperscript{70} Law No. 016/2018 of 13/04/2018 establishing taxes on income, \textit{O.G.} No. 16 of 16/04/2018; Law No. 06/2015 of 28/03/2015 relating to investment promotion and facilitation, \textit{O.G.} No. special of 27/05/2015.

That being the case, it becomes conclusive that the study of tax competition from a legal perspective stands as a neglected area under Rwandan law. This is the case when this phenomenon has acquired a global character. That translates a mismatch between the Rwandan situation of tax competition regulatory framework and the general regulatory framework of tax competition.

Yet, considering the international aspect of harmful tax competition, each national tax system is unavoidably conditioned by other states’ tax sovereignties. These fiscal externalities allow no single state to be shielded from spill-over effects of other states’ tax policies. The same understanding has been voiced by the OECD in its 2000 Progress Report as follow:

Harmful tax competition is by its very nature a global phenomenon and therefore its solution requires global endorsement and global participation. Countries outside the OECD must have a key role in this work since a number of them are either seriously affected by harmful tax practices or have potentially harmful regimes.

From that perspective, the current neglectful situation of Rwanda risks to have two potential results. Either, it can be construed as a will to engage in harmful tax competition as it can result into un-acquainted spill-over of harmful tax competition effects. Alternatively, the situation may be interpreted as being a result of low technical capacity in the matters of tax competition, among others. Whichever is the case, none is desirable, reason of calling upon Rwandan policymakers and legal researchers to conduct deep studies over the theories, principles, and practices of tax competition contextualized to the Rwandan circumstances.

E. Conclusion

In a summative view, this paper aimed at highlighting the current situation of Rwandan law amidst the global endeavours of counteracting harmful tax competition. In that regard, the departure has been a brief understanding of this phenomenon, through its conceptual framework and its developmental occurrence. Thereafter, it has been demonstrated how tax competition stands as a global phenomenon. This has been aligned with the situation of this phenomenon under Rwandan law. The main concern here has been the mismatch between the global situation and the Rwandan situation. In that regard, a call has been made to Rwandan policymakers and legal researchers to endeavour in studying this area for the sake

72 Lampreave (n 36) p. 4.
of limiting the consequences that are associated with harmful tax competition, namely avoiding being affected by harmful tax practices along with standing safe from having potential harmful tax competition regimes.